GLOBAL INNOVATION
Something really new: A practical, implementable approach to
innovation.
Made in China: A glimpse into the future of patent information.

July 2008

NO TIME TO BROWSE?
Download a PDF
of all July's articles

INFORMATION PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Using bibliometrics: A new white paper focuses on evaluating research
performance with citation data.

TOP LINKS FROM
THE LAST ISSUE
World IP Today

A regional perspective on science: 700 new regional journals have now
been added to Web of Science.

A new game on patents

Benchmarking university performance: University of Toronto
administrators needed new evaluative metrics to affirm the university's
influence and productivity.

Beyond the RAE 2008:
Bibliometrics,
league tables and the REF

New in ISI Web of Knowledge: Register for web-based training (July 30)
on citation mapping and other July enhancements.

Establishing the standards
in biomarkers research
Persuading clients to use
your information service

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Cocoa genome: breaking intellectual property barriers: A new
Mars project exemplifies the potential values of removing IP barriers.
Fast-tracking IP on the Japanese highway: Special measures to help
SMEs and cross-border IP highways are fast-tracking IP in Japan.

PHARMACEUTICAL KNOWLEDGE
New business planning tool: Pharmaceutical decision-makers have a
new factbook to call on.

See the whole May 08
newsletter

CUSTOMIZE YOUR
NEWSLETTER
You can choose to receive
insight on any or all of the
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New email bulletin: Customers now have a a single communication
channel to tell them what's happening across Thomson Reuters
pharmaceutical solutions.

l
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Trends in regulatory affairs: The 2008 Liquent Survey highlights trends
in eCTD migration, submissions outsourcing and regulatory product
management.

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
H-index: The hottest topic in information science today.
Seen this before?: Early detection of research plagiarism.
Science in Taiwan: Research and patenting trends analysis shows that
Taiwan has focused strongly on semiconductor research.
Honoring China's contribution to global R&D: Prominent scientific
papers and their authors were recognized in Beijing with the first
Thomson Reuters Research Fronts Awards.
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